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i and perihelion distane q evolve in a stritly synhronous manner: the minima of q and
i oinide and ω rosses the 270

o or 90
o value at the same moment. The vertial linesin Fig.1 represent hanges in the helioentri distane of a omet. Eah vertial linemarks one perihelion passage (due to the sale of the horizontal axis the desending andasending branhes overlap).Planetary perturbations limit the number of onseutive perihelion passages of a par-119
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Figure 1. An example of an orbit evolution under the in�uene of the Galati disk tide. In thisplot the simultaneous long term evolution of the inlination i and the argument of perihelion
ω (both in degrees, see right hand vertial axis) as well as perihelion distane q in AU (lefthand vertial axis) is presented. Additionally, hanges in the ometary helioentri distane rare plotted, whih produes a series of vertial lines due to the relatively short orbital periodwith respet to the period of long-term element variations. Note that during a single minimumof the perihelion distane this omet rosses the adopted planetary perturbation limit at 15 AU(dotted line) 9 times. Here the semi-major axis a = 20 000 AU.tiular omet and as a result they signi�antly derease the new omet in�ux. Addition-ally, due to the stritly synhronous hanges in the orbital elements, their distributionsdepend on the strength of the planetary e�et on a omet.2. Planetary System transpareny oe�ientDybzy«ski (2004) estimated the value of the oe�ient P on the basis of the observed,loned and simulated samples of the Oort loud omets. The method of the estimation isbased on the omparison of ometary orbits (espeially the perihelion distanes) one or-bital revolution into the future, alulated twie, with planetary perturbations ompletelyomitted and again, fully taken into aount. The dynamial model of the ometary motionamong Solar System planets is based on the JPL DE406 planetary ephemeris (Standish1998) and fully desribed in Dybzy«ski (2001). A speial tehnique of omet loning isproposed to obtain more valuable P estimations based on muh more numerous ometarysample. The additional hek is made by estimating the planetary system transparenyoe�ient from syntheti, simulated long-period observable omets. The obtained valuesare all in good agreement as shown in Table 1. The disrepany between P = 0.64 ob-tained from the observed sample and P = 0.48 from the loned and simulated ones is
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Figure 2. Three di�erent (overlapped) distributions of the argument of perihelion of simulatedobservable omets with a > 20 000AU for three di�erent P values: P = 0.05 (dark-grey, bak-ground histogram), P = 0.50 (grey histogram) and P = 0.95 (light-grey, foreground histogram).

Figure 3. The distribution of the argument of perihelion with respet to the Galati disk for371 observed ellipti omets of lasses 1 and 2, taken from the 15th edition of the Catalogue ofCometary Orbits(Marsden & Williams 2003) .some aidental bias resulting from the spei� orientation oinidene of the observedellipti ometary sample with respet to the Planetary System, as it is demonstrated andexplained in detail in the above-mentioned paper.The proposed approximation is a very onvenient way of inorporating planetary per-turbations into a dynamial model used in Oort loud evolution simulations. In manyases it an be applied after the main simulation alulations, during the analysis stage ofthe projet. Below we present two examples of the suessful use of P in the Oort loudmodelling. The simulation ode is highly simpli�ed in both ases (Galati enter andstellar perturbations omitted) thus the results presented in the next two setions are notintended to be ompared with observations, they only illustrate the improvements possi-
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Figure 4. The perihelion diretion distribution in galati referene frame for omets withsemi-major axis a < 20 000 AU. The DLDW loud model is �attened in its inner part towardsthe Solar System invariant plane (dashed urve in the main plot) whih, ombined with theorientation of the Galati disk produes strong anisotropies. The overpopulation of these regionsomes from ignoring planetary perturbations (P = 0.0).Table 1. The Planetary System transpareny oe�ient P for the observability limit
OL = 3 AU, estimated from di�erent ometary samples by Dybzy«ski (2004).Soure of estimation a < 10 000AU a > 10 000AUobserved omets 0.23 0.64loned omets 0.24 0.48simulated omets � 0.49ble to ahieve when using the Planetary System transpareny oe�ient P . In all thesealulations we used the DLDW model of the Oort, based on the unpublished resultsobtained by Dones, Levison, Dunan and Weissman; for details see Dybzy«ski (2002).3. Argument of perihelion distribution for simulated observableometsDue to a synhronous variations of ometary orbital elements under the Galati disktidal perturbations the simulated distribution of the argument of perihelion with respetto the Galati frame strongly depends on the Planetary System transpareny oe�ient

P . In Fig.2 we present this dependene for the simulated observable omets with a >

20 000AU. As it may be inferred from Fig.1, the lower P value gives strong preferenes for
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Figure 5. The same observable ometary sample as in Fig.4 but after applying P = 0.25.Arti�ial anisotropies and onentrations disappeared.the low semi-major axis omets, resulting in muh more uniform ω distribution (exeptregions lose to 0
o and 180

o, whih always remin empty in this simpli�ed model). Forhigher P values those omets are generally removed from the observed �ux and thedistribution is dominated by omets observed during the �rst (and sometimes the seond)perihelion passage. As a result the �rst and the third quarters of the ω distribution arerelatively more populated. Suh an asymmetry is seen in the really observed long-periodomets population as it is shown in Fig.3. Comparing this to the distributions presentedin Fig.2 on�rms that using P ≃ 0.5 produes muh more reliable simulation output than
P ≃ 0, what orrespond simply to ignoring the planetary perturbations.4. Anisotropies for low semi-major-axes ometsAnother example of a suessful use of the Planetary System transpareny oe�ientis the analysis of the diretional distribution of the simulated observable omets with lowsemi-major-axes. We restrit here our onsideration to omets with the semi-major axes
a < 20 000 AU, what typially onstitute more than 50% of the long-period ometaryin�ux. If we plot perihelion diretions of these omets on a elestial sphere, we obtainthe distribution shown in Fig.4. The mutual orientation of the �attened inner part of theloud in the DLDW model and the Galati disk generates here two privileged regions,highly overpopulated when omitting planetary perturbations (P = 0). If we apply P =

0.25, reommended for small semi-major axis omets, we obtain the distribution shownin Fig.5. Note that due to the dramati derease in the ometary �ux, the vertial saleof the �ux density in time has to be ten times enlarged. It should be stressed here that



124 Piotr A. Dybzy«skithe onentrations shown in Fig.4 are ompletely absent in the observed samples of orbitsthus applying the nonzero value of P brings the simulation output muh loser to thereality. Additionally the overall number of the observed simulated omets dereased herefrom 121 087 down to 4 898 bodies. When saled to the loud population of 2 × 10
12omets it means that the in�ux of the new omets dereased from over 400/year downto ∼ 20/year what is muh loser to the estimations of the overall long-period ometsin�ux for OL = 3 AU, see for example Wiegert & Tremaine (1999).5. ConlusionsThe Planetary System transpareny oe�ient is shown to be a useful tool for inludingplanetary perturbations into a dynamial model used in numerial simulations of a longtime evolution of the Oort loud omets. We demonstrated that the asymmetri distribu-tion of the galati argument of perihelion of the observed long-period omets with highquality orbits an be suessfully reprodued when P ≃ 0.5 is used. We also showed thatthe nonzero P value is neessary to remove some arti�ial diretional onentrations ofthe simulated observable omets sample, espeially for low semi-major axes omets fromthe �attened, inner part of the simulated Oort loud. It has been also shown that theSolar System transpareny oe�ient P in�uenes both geometrial harateristis of thesimulated omets as well as the long-period ometary in�ux obtained from simulations.The proposed method of inluding the planetary perturbations into the dynamial modelof the Oort loud dynamis used in numerial simulations proved to be powerful whilestill very simple. We inorporate this approximation into the extended simulation om-puter ode for the long-term Oort loud omets dynamial evolution under the in�ueneof stellar and Galati perturbations. This work is in progress.AknowledgementsThe author is indebted to an anonymous referee for omments and suggestions whihallowed to improve the quality of this manusript. The researh desribed in this paperwas supported by KBN grant no. 2P03D01324. This manusript was prepared with LYX,the open soure front-end to the TEXsystem.ReferenesDybzy«ski, P. A. 2001, A&A 375, 643Dybzy«ski, P. A. 2002, A&A 396, 283Dybzy«ski, P. A. 2004, A&A in pressMarsden, B. G. & Williams, G. V. 2003, Catalogue of Cometary Orbits, 15thEdition (Cambridge,Mass.: Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory)Standish, E. M. 1998, JPL Planetary and Lunar Ephemerides, Intero�e Memorandum IOM312.F � 98 � 048, Jet Propulsion LaboratoryWiegert, P. & Tremaine, S. 1999, Iarus 137, 84


